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All the enhancements of the P-violation effects in γ-transitions between the compound-nucleus states were
analyzed in the classical paper [1] by I.S. Shapiro. The source of these effects is the weak interaction VW

leading to the fact that the wave function ψ of this state contains, besides the wave function of a definite
parity ψ1 , the small admixture of the opposite parity state ψ2:
ψ = ψ1+cψ2 (1)TheeffectisdefinedbytheratiooftheP−forbiddentransitionnormalizedbythetotaltransitionvalue :R =
c(Aa·Af )

(Aa+cAf )2
≈ cAf

Aa
≡ n

d
(2)HereAa and Af are the amplitudes of the P-allowed and P-

forbidden transitions. The review [1] indicates 3 types of enhancement: 1) kinematical enhancement, 2)
structural enhancement and 3) dynamical enhancement. The kinematical enhancement appears when the al-
lowed transition is the magnetic one which is smaller than the forbidden electric of the same multipolarity by
the factor (v/c) ≈ 10. The structural enhancement appears when the allowed transition amplitude comes to
be unusually small due to some suppression caused by the structure of the initial and final states. One should
point that both the kinematical and structural enhancements arise because of the decrease of the denomi-
nator d in Eq. (2). Only the dynamical enhancement is caused by the increase of the admixture coefficient:
c=<ψ1|Vw|ψ2 >

E1−E2=
vP
D

inthenumeratornof(2).HerevP is the weak interaction matrix element, while
the enhancement of the admixture for the high-lying exited states is caused by their strongly decreased level
spacing. It is assumed that the largest magnitude of the symmetry-breaking effect allows to measure it with
the largest accuracy (i. e. with the smallest relative error). This assumption is shown to be often misleading.
Indeed, the experimentally measured value (2) is the ratio of the normally distributed numbers of numerators
n to denominators d. Taking their absolute errors to be σ and neglecting the correlation between them, one ob-
tains for the relative error of themeasured effect: σR

R≈
√

σ2

n2 +σ2

d2

Weseethatthedynamicalenhancementofndecreasestherelativeerrorandindeedleadstotheenhancedaccuracyoftheeffect’smeasurement.However, theothertwoenhancementsleadonlytotheslightincreaseoftherelativeerrorandtothepooreraccuracyoftheeffect’smeasuring.Usefulnessoftherelativeerrorapproachtotransmissionmeasurementsisalsodiscussed.
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